Beer, the oldest recipe in the world
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General Overview
The exercise focuses on beer, as part of the cultural heritage of all the European countries.
Beer is the oldest recorded recipe in the world. The ancient Egyptians first documented the
brewing process on papyrus scrolls around 5000 B.C. They used beer for religious
ceremonies. Before the Egyptians, the primitive cultures of Mesopotamia are believed to
have been the first brewers, around 10000 B.C.
Then, from the Middle East beer arrived in Europe where it became an integral part of life.
Beer represents some of our society’s greatest traditions and pleasures, but it is also
important for the entire European economic sector.
Each country has its own traditional beer or its own way to use it.
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For these reasons it is important to know this drink better and understand how important it
is for the European cultural heritage.
The activity can be carried out in lessons of general subjects (Culture) and/or in Cookery
and/or Bar

Activity One - Beer and society
Activity Overview
Beer is a refreshing and enjoyable beverage that brings people together and delivers
pleasure to the lives of many people. When consumed responsibly – as done by the vast
majority – moderate beer consumption can be fully compatible with an adult’s balanced,
active lifestyle.
The Brewers priorities1are:
● To promote the role of beer in society and its positive contribution to the
community and people’s balanced lifestyles
● To further reinforce brewers’ leadership and responsibility in relation to food
safety
● To promote initiatives that inform consumers of the nature of beer, the effects
of moderate beer consumption and the potential risks of alcohol misuse
● To continue to foster multi-stakeholder partnerships and campaigns against
alcohol misuse and in support of moderate and responsible beer
consumption
● To promote robust, credible and up-to-date self-regulatory systems governing
the marketing of beer

Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Duration: 1 hour
Description: The whole class is divided into small heterogeneous groups (five/six
students). Each group match each country with its beer use and tradition (see the table
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https://brewersofeurope.org/site/about-us/index.php?doc_id=423
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below)* Then they choose one of these countries and find a famous dish which is made
with beer
* Match each country with its beer use and tradition

Country

Beer use and tradition

a. England

1.Spicy sausage

b.Germany

2.Tapas

c. Italy

3.Sausages and sauerkraut

d.Romania

4.Cheese

e.Spain

5. Carrot cake

f. Switzerland

6. After work

g.The Netherlands

7.Pizza

Below you can find the correct matching:
England - after work
Italy - Pizza
Romania - spicy sausages
German - sausages and sauerkraut
The Netherlands - cheese
Switzerland - carrot cake
Spain - tapas
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Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
● Increase a positive attitude and also a curiosity about the world, an openness to
imagine new possibilities, and a willingness to participate in cultural experiences.
● Improve students’ knowledge of reading and understanding of information

Key Competencies:
● Cultural awareness and expression
● Literacy

Resources:
Human Resources: Teacher/Trainer in general subjects (Culture) and/or in Cookery and/or
Bar
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection

Stage 2
Duration: 2 to 3 hrs
Description: Prepare the recipe of the famous dish that the students have chosen. Before
the preparation the students are assigned by the trainer a budget and they have to stay
within that budget. They have to check quantities and prices of the ingredients. That might
involve a visit to the local market or supermarket
Make a video of the preparation using imagination and have fun making it! Work on it in a
kitchen at school (if it is possible) or at home.
Difficulty level: Intermediate
Objectives:
● To increase the ability to work collaboratively, in order to plan and manage projects.
To improve problem-solving skills.
● To develop and apply mathematical thinking and insight in order to solve a range of
problems in everyday situation
● To increase student’s understanding of how digital technologies can support
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communication, creativity and innovation.
Key Competencies:
● Entrepreneurship competence
● Mathematical competence and competence in science, technology, engineering
● Digital competence

Resources:
Human Resources:
If it is possible, involve a cooking teacher, or you can invite a famous chef from your town.

Technical Resources/Equipment:
Kitchen Laboratory
Laptop, camera/video camera.

Stage 3
Duration: 2hrs
Description: Think about the selected country and team examine in depth through
searching the web what are the consequences of abusing beer and how the brewing
sector tries to inform consumers of the nature of beer, the effects of moderate beer
consumption and the potential risks of alcohol misuse and abuse. Prepare a paper with a
few main points and share your paper/research with the other teams and talk about the
situation in different countries.
Difficulty level: Intermediate
Objectives:
To know the socioeconomic dimensions of a country
To involve critical thinking and understanding.
To increase students’ abilities to communicate in different environments, collaborate in
team and negotiate
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Key Competencies:
● Citizenship competence
● Personal, social and learning to learn competence

Resources
Human Resources: teachers/trainers in general subjects (Culture) and Cookery/Bar
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection
Online Resources for the whole Exercise:
History of beer
http://www.heartlandbrewery.com/history-of-beer/
Beer Abuse, Addiction and Treatment
https://www.addictioncampuses.com/alcohol/beer/
Brewers Responsibility Initiatives
https://brewersofeurope.org/site/lifestyle/index.php?doc_id=884
Suggestions of recipes with beer
https://www.tasteofhome.com/collection/recipes-to-make-with-beer/
https://www.foodandwine.com/slideshows/cooking-beer

Activity Two - Beer and economy
Activity Overview
Generating around 2 million jobs in Europe and 50 billion euros in government tax
revenues, the brewing sector is a major contributor to the European economy and has an
important role to play in support of the EU’s goals to cut youth employment and increase
growth and competitiveness.
The activity can be carried out in lessons of economy or general subjects related to the
hospitality sector (bar and restaurants).
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Key issues of interest are:
● To encourage fair excise systems for beer that reflect the specifics of beer
and the brewing process and recognise the contribution made by beer to the
wider economy
● To encourage EU decision makers in the deepening of the single market, in
order to eliminate distortions for companies and consumers
● To foster the competitiveness of the European brewing sector and further
encourage the positive contribution that European beer can make to the EU’s
trade balance
Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Duration: 1 hour
Description: This first activity should be made by each student alone. Think about friends
or family and find all the people who work thanks to the “beer” (not only in the beer sector).
Then, check here and discover how big is the employment generated by Beer and think
again about the people you know. Are there more than you thought before?
The result of this activity is a sort of “map” of relationship/connections with friends,
relatives, other people.

Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
● To improve the knowledge of the socioeconomic dimensions of a country; to involve
critical thinking and understanding.
● To improve students’ knowledge of reading and understanding of information (text,
numbers, etc.)

Key Competencies:
● Citizenship competence
● Literacy
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Resources:
Human Resources: Teacher/trainer in economy or general subjects
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection.
Online Resources: see above mentioned link

Stage 2
Duration: 2 hours
Description: Do this stage in small groups. In maximum 4 teams, choose one country and
read all the information you can find. Examine in depth how the Beer sector is important
for the country itself and produce a short paper on it, then present the paper to the rest of
the class.
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
● To increase the ability to work collaboratively, in order to plan and manage projects.
To improve problem-solving skills.
● To improve students’ knowledge of reading and understanding of information
● To increase students’ abilities to communicate in different environments, collaborate
in team and negotiate
Key Competencies:
● Entrepreneurship competence
● Literacy
● Personal, social and learning to learn competence

Resources
Human Resources: Teacher trainer in Economy and/or General Subjects
Technical Resources/Equipment:
Laptop and internet connection
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Online Resources:
https://brewersofeurope.org/site/index.php
Very informative and comprehensive website: based in Brussels, The Brewers of Europe
brings together national brewers’ associations from 29 European countries and provides a
voice to represent the united interests of Europe’s 9500 breweries. The Brewers of Europe
promotes the positive role played by beer and the brewing sector in Europe and advocates
the creation of the right conditions to allow brewers to continue to freely, cost-effectively
and responsibly brew and market beer across Europe.
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Activity Three - Beer and environment
Activity Overview
Brewers also take their responsibility on the environment seriously, innovating to cut water
usage, reduce emissions and energy usage, reuse and recycle packaging, and minimise
waste through the reuse of secondary materials.
The activity can be carried out during lessons of general subjects (culture) and/or active
citizenship in relation to sustainable development, English Language, ICT
The priorities of the Brewers:
● To reinforce knowledge of the important link between, beer, agriculture and
the natural environment
● To show the brewers’ leadership in supporting, through constant
improvements both in practice and in measurement, the EU’s drive towards
sustainable consumption and production
● To encourage the ongoing improvement and dissemination of best available
techniques in respect of sustainability within the brewing sector

Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Duration: 1 hour
Description: The whole class is divided into small heterogeneous groups (five/six
students). The have to find the meaning of the concept “CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility)”
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
● To improve students’ knowledge of reading and understanding of information
● To know how to act as responsible citizens and to fully participate in civic and social
life, based on understanding of social, economic, legal and political concepts, as
well as global developments and sustainability.
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Key Competencies:
● Literacy
● Citizenship competence

Resources:
Human Resources: Teacher/trainer in Economy and/or General Subjects
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection.
Online Resources:

Stage 2
Duration: 1 hours
Description: Do this phase in small groups: read the text and see the videos below**, to
understand how some important beer companies work in the field of Corporate Social
Responsibility
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
To increase the ability to access, have a critical understanding of, and interact with both
traditional and new forms of media; to take responsibility for the environment
Key Competencies:
Citizenship competencies
Resources:
Human Resources: Teacher/Trainers in Economy or General Subjects
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection.
Online Resources:
**
Carlsberg CSR → https://carlsberggroup.com/sustainability/sustainability-at-carlsberg/
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Guinness CSR → https://www.guinness.com/en/pioneers-of-change/
Heineken CSR → https://www.theheinekencompany.com/Sustainability
Corona CSR → https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbKPGPyHRV4 https://www.ecowatch.com/corona-biodegradable-beer-rings-2622389922.html

Stage 3
Duration: 2 hrs
Description: Do this phase in small groups. Each team prepares its own campaign
against waste (plastic, water, food, etc.). The team can produce it in various formats: using
canva, drawing it, recording a video, etc. The work should be done in English, if possible.
Then, show the campaign to the classmates in English.

Difficulty level: Intermediate
Objectives:
● To increase the ability to work collaboratively, in order to plan and manage projects.
To improve problem-solving skills
● To increase the ability to use, access, filter, evaluate, create, program and share
digital contents.
● To improve the abilities to understand spoken messages, to initiate sustain and
conclude conversation and to read, understand and draft a text.
Key Competencies:
● Entrepreneurship competence
● Digital competence
● Multilingual competence

Resources:
Human Resources: Teacher of English/General Subjects
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection, camera/video camera.
Online Resources: https://www.canva.com/
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